
 [Silver] Vancouver+ Banff National Park+ Jasper National Park+ Yellowstone 

National Park+ Ellensburg+ Seattle 8-Day Tour  
    

 

Product information 

Tour No. YR8   

Package plan name Vancouver pick-up+YR7 

Departure city Vancouver -VR   

Destination Vancouver -VR Way location 

Banff National Park、Lake 

Louise、Yellowstone 

National Park、Coeur 

d’Alene、Leavenworth、

Seattle Premium Outlets 

Travel days 8 Day 7 Night Transportation Vehicle  

Airport pick-up/drop-off 
Airport pick-up Airport 

drop-off  
Currency USD  

    

Product price 

Single occupancy：$2118 / Person  

 Exist mandatory fee: Estimated total cost 2158 
Number of rooms: 1; The number of tourist: 1; 
 Basic price[The number of tourist]: 1 x 2118 = 2118  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 1 x 5 = 5  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 1 x 35 = 35  

Double occupancy：$1268 / Person  

 Exist mandatory fee: Estimated total cost 2616 
Number of rooms: 1; The number of tourist: 2; 
 Basic price[The number of tourist]: 2 x 1268 = 2536  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 2 x 5 = 10  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 2 x 35 = 70  

Triple occupancy：$1108 / Person  

 Exist mandatory fee: Estimated total cost 3444 
Number of rooms: 1; The number of tourist: 3; 
 Basic price[The number of tourist]: 3 x 1108 = 3324  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 3 x 5 = 15  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 3 x 35 = 105  

Quadruple occupancy：$1028 / Person  

 Exist mandatory fee: Estimated total cost 4272 
Number of rooms: 1; The number of tourist: 4; 
 Basic price[The number of tourist]: 4 x 1028 = 4112  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 4 x 5 = 20  
 Transportation Surcharge[The number of tourist]: 4 x 35 = 140  

    



Departure date 

 05/24/2024, 06/21/2024, 07/19/2024, 08/16/2024, 09/27/2024  

    

Highlights 

. Welcome to Canada’s first national park at Banff national park! 

. Enjoy an in-depth look at the Rocky Mountain peaks, turquoise glacial lakes, a picture-perfect mountain town and 

village and so much more! 

. Explore the abundant wildlife and all the amazing views along the scenic drives to Banff National Park. 

. Take an in-depth tour of Yellowstone National Park and explore all the classic scenic spots there! 

. Punch in Funko headquarters, all kinds of theme series and limited-edition games are played at once, and the 

experience of surprise blind boxes and DIY dolls cannot be missed! 

. Go to shopping center for free shopping! 

 

    

Join / leave point 

Boarding location 

Vancouver International Airport (YVR)(Airport)； Complimentary airport pick-up services on the first day of your tour at 

the Vancouver International Airport (YVR) will be available at: 10:00,12:30,15:00,17:00,19:00 and 21:00. Please be 

aware that you may need to wait at the airport for other passengers to transfer to the hotel according to the bus 

schedule. 

11:30Departure，Cruise Terminal: Pan Pacific Hotel Entrance； Free pick-up time on the first day of your tour is 

provided at 11:30. Guests who choose this pick-up point have to pay additional $1.00 per person to participate in 3-

hour Vancouver tour. 

    

Drop-off location 

Vancouver International Airport (YVR)(Airport)； Complimentary airport drop-off services on last day of the tour: We 

suggest for domestic flights to please be booked after 21:30. For all other international flights we suggest booking 

flights after 22:00. 

River Rock Casino Resort；Address：8811 River Rd, Richmond, BC V6X 3P8, Canada；  

West Vancouver (on Cambie St & 42nd Ave.)；Address：5812 Cambie St. Scotiabank；  

Burnaby: HSBC Bank Crystal Mall；Address：2829-4500 Kingsway, Burnaby, BC V5H 2A9, Canada；  

Real Canadian Superstore；Address：1301 Lougheed Hwy., Coquitlam, BC V3K 6P9, Canada；  

Guildford Recreation Centre；Address：15105 105 Ave, Surrey, BC V3R 7G8, Canada；  

    



Tour introduction 

Day 1  Vancouver Airport Pick-up  

All day    

Airport Pick-up Information: 

1. Complimentary airport pick-up services will be provided at the Vancouver International Airport (YVR) at: 10:00, 

12:30, 15:00, 17:00, 19:00, 21:00. We please ask that you patiently wait for other passengers to arrive at the airport 

before transferring to the hotel. The wait time may vary and depends on the bus schedule. 

2. Vancouver International Airport (YVR) paid pick-up and drop-off services: For flights arriving between 07:00-23:00, 

the first two passengers will be charged $100 (USD$80), and each additional guest after that will be charged $25 

(USD$20). Please be aware that there is a maximum of four people per order. 

3. For all guests who collect luggage and meet with the guide before 12:15, you may pay $1 to participate in the 3-hour 

Vancouver tour. Please patiently wait in the airport lobby and we will depart from the airport at 12:30. 

Vancouver tour itinerary: Gastown → 2010 Winter Olympics Torch Plaza → Canada Place, via Chinatown. 

  

Special Notes:  

1) If the guests who want to participate in the Vancouver tour does not choose this activity when they reserve our 

product, they are allowed to get on the bus when there are free seats and they will be charged US$25 per person. 

4. The check-in time for the hotel is 15:00, customers arriving in advance can drop off their luggage at the front desk 

and arrange their own itinerary. 

5. If pick-up service is included in the guest's itinerary, please be sure to provide accurate flight information and arrival 

times at the designated pick-up location. If there is any inaccurate information provided or an airport pick-up mistake, 

the travel agency reserves the right to provide second transfer services or charge additional airport pick-up fees. 

Vancouver 

Arrival 

Domestic flight 

arrival 
At Claim Belt #3 

International flight 

arrival 
Arriving Hall Information Center 

Cruise Terminal 

Pan Pacific Hotel Entrance, free pick-up time is provided at 

11:30 

Guests who choose this pick-up point have to pay additional 

$1.00 per person to participate in 3-hour Vancouver tour. 

  

Seattle paid pick-up information: 

1. Every Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, we provide a pick-up service from the Seattle City 

Vancouver team hotel. The price is $55 per person one-way, and the pick-up location and time are: 13:30, 400 Broad St, 

Seat, WA 98109, Seattle Space Needle Square (this itinerary needs to be grouped with other Seattle returning guests. 

The arrival time in Vancouver is approximately after 9pm. Guests who mind, please do not choose). 

2. Quick Shuttle between Seattle Airport and Vancouver hotel: You may book a Quick Shuttle from the Seattle Airport 

(SEA), Seattle downtown (Seattle-Washington State Convention Center), Seattle-Pier 66/91 to the Vancouver hotel 



(Richmond- River Rock Casino), and we will arrange the vehicle to pick up guests from Richmond- River Rock Casino to 

our group’s hotel.  

Quick Shuttle price: one-way USD$75/person. 

The ride time is approximately 4-5 hours. The actual ticket information should come before the specific information is 

placed in the order. You can check out more information about taking the Quick Shuttle. 

*Please be advised, this fare is 100% non-refundable, non-changeable, and non-transferable. 

3. Seattle-Vancouver round-trip chartered service: 7-person Van, with a maximum of 6 people; one-way USD$650/van. 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Hampton Inn by Hilton Vancouver-Airport 或 Accent Inn Vancouver Airport 或同級 

    

    

Day 2  Vancouver - Vehicle - Kamloops - Vehicle - Valemount  

All day    

Starting from Vancouver in the morning, we will head to visit the Kamloops which is the hometown of Ginseng. Then 

head to Wells Gray Park, known as the "most beautiful waterfall park in BC Province," and visit the Spahats Falls. 

Overnight stay in Valemount. 

  

Itinerary: 

Vancouver → Kamloops → Kamloops Ginseng Factory (45 mins) → Wells Gray Park → Spahats Falls (30 mins) → 

Valemount 

 

    

Afternoon   

Kamloops Ginseng Factory 

Ginseng Factory is located in Kamloops. Due to its pollution-free fertile soil and semi-desert dry climate, Kamloops has 

become the largest producer of American ginseng. It is famously known as the ''Ginseng Capital.” During this visit, 

visitors will have the chance to understand the growth process of American ginseng and its various nourishing 

medicinal effects. 

 

Wells Gray Park 

Wells Gray Park Is Located In The Thompson Nicola Region Of Interior BC. Wells Gray Park is 5000km² of pure Canadian 

Wilderness! Wells Gray Park is also known as the “Waterfall Park” and there are over 39 waterfalls to discover！ 

 

Spahats Falls 

Spahats Falls, also called Spahats Creek Falls, is a waterfall on Spahats Creek within Wells Gray Provincial Park of British 

Columbia, Canada. It is just a 10 minute drive from Clearwater with a 5 minute walk in. A 75m straight drop with the 

http://www.uvbookings.info/upload/BMS/SeattlePick-up(3).pdf


canyon close by. This gives you a good view of the layers of rock that formed over time with successive lava flows. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Valemount Vacation Inn;  similar 

    

    

Day 3 
 Valemount - Vehicle - Mount Robson Provincial Park - Vehicle - Columbia Icefield - Vehicle - 

Banff  

All day    

Depart from Valemount in the morning and we will enter the Mount Robson Provincial Park. It is an ancient provincial 

park in BC. Then we will visit the Jasper National Park, which is the largest national park in the Rocky Mountains. 

Afterwards, we will arrive at the Columbia Icefield and ride an ice sled to experience the temperature of the Atapascal 

Glacier's ice and snow. Following, we will go ahead the Columbia Icefield Skywalk, stroll on the 280 mile glass bridge 

and admire the beautiful Peyto Lake. Night stay at Banff. 

  

Itinerary: 

Valemount → Mount Robson Provincial Park (20 mins) → Jasper National Park (30 mins) → Columbia Icefield (3.5 

hours, Including ice covered snowmobile and Columbia Icefield Skywalk tour time）→ Peyto Lake (30 mins) → Banff 

 

    

All day   

Mount Robson Provincial Park 

Mount Robson Provincial Park, the second oldest park in British Columbia’s park system, is truly one of the world’s 

crown jewels. The mountain for which the park is named guards the park’s western entrance. At 3,954 metres, Mount 

Robson, the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies, towers over the lesser surrounding peaks; winter or summer, this is 

one of the finest views in the Rocky Mountains. 

 

Jasper National Park 

Jasper National Park spans 4,200 square miles (10,878 square km) and contains significant active geologic processes, 

scenic mountains, along with diverse animal and plant populations. When Jasper was first protected as a forest park in 

1907, it covered an area of approximately 5,000 square miles (12,950 square km). In 1930 it was declared a national 

park with its present size. It was designated part of UNESCO’s Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks World Heritage site in 

1984.  

 

Columbia Icefield 

Columbia Icefield is what is left of a gigantic sheet of ice that covered and formed most of the landscape in the Rocky 



Mountains. The Ice field covers an area today of 325 square kilometers or 130 square miles and is such an amazing 

location to explore! 

 

Columbia Icefield Skywalk 

Explore the immense powers of glaciology from a fully accessible, cliff-edge walkway that leads to a glass-floored 

observation platform 280 m (918 ft) above the Sunwapta Valley. From ice-capped mountain peaks to vast glacier-

formed valleys, the Columbia Icefield Skywalk is your front-row seat to nature's most grand performance.  

 

Peyto Lake 

Peyto Lake is a popular sightseeing spot! It is a glacier-fed lake in Banff National Park in the Canadian Rockies. The lake 

itself is near the Icefields Parkway. During the summer, a significant amount of glacial rock flour flows into the lake 

from a nearby glacier. The suspended rock particles are what give the lake a unique bright, turquoise color. Due to its 

bright color, photos of the lake often appear in illustrated books.  

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Elk + Avenue Hotel;  Irwin's Mountain Inn;  similar 

    

    

Day 4  Banff - Vehicle - Lake Louise - Vehicle - Calgary - Vehicle - Lethbridge  

All day    

Starting in the morning, we will head to see the Bow Falls and take the Banff Gondola to have a panoramic view of 

Banff. Then we will go to the Louise Lake to enjoy the beautiful scenic views. Following, we will take a visit to the 

beautiful Moraine Lake. Finally, we will head to Lethbridge. 

  

Itinerary: 

Banff → Bow Falls (15 mins) → Banff National Park → Banff Gondola (Mandatory, 85 mins) → Lake Louise (150 mins, 

including lunch time and sightseeing time) → Moraine Lake (60 mins) → Calgary → Lethbridge 

 

    

All day   

Bow Falls 

Bow Falls is a major waterfall on the Bow River. It offers breathtaking views and an experience to be closer to nature! 

Bow Falls is also famously featured in the 1953 Marilyn Monroe film River of No Return. Embrace your inner nature 

love and be amazed by its wonderous beauty.  

 

Banff National Park 



Banff National Park is famously known for its colored lakes, majestic mountains, and endless outdoor adventures that it 

has to offer! It is also Canada’s very first national park and the world’s third! It has a rich heritage and is one of the 

world’s most awe-inspiring mountain destinations to discover! Make sure to even take a special look at its easy access 

and close proximity that it has to the vast unspoiled wilderness of the Canadian Rockies. The park itself spans 6,641 

square kilometers (2,564 square miles) of pure mountainous terrain. It is greatly packed with spectacular scenic valleys, 

peaks, glaciers, forests, meadows, and rivers. Take a look at what makes Banff National Park so unique! 

 

Banff Gondola 

Explore the one-of-a-kind Gondola ride to the top of the Sulphur Mountain to experience a stunning view of six 

incredible mountain ranges. Banff Gondola provides breathtaking views in every direction that you look at! It is an 

eight-minute journey to the summit of Sulphur Mountain! On a clear and sunny day, the gondola becomes a perfect 

activity for families, groups, and couples to enjoy.  

 

Lake Louise 

Lake Louise has a rich heritage as one of the world’s most awe-inspiring mountain destinations. It is a hamlet within 

Banff National Park. Lake Louise is named after Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll. Lake Lousie is one of the most 

famous mountain vistas in the world and is truly a site to see!  

 

Moraine Lake 

Moraine Lake is another beautiful site to discover. It is easily one of Canada’s most amazing hidden gems that you must 

discover with us today! 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Comfort Inn Lethbridge;  similar 

    

    

Day 5  Lethbridge - Vehicle - Yellowstone National Park - Vehicle - West Yellowstone  

All day    

Starting from Lethbridge in the morning, we will cross the US Canada border and enjoy the beautiful rivers and 

mountains of North America along the way. Continue northbound to Yellowstone National Park, we will visit 

Roosevelt's North Arch, Yellowstone Mammoth Hot Springs, and Upper Terraces. Then proceed to West Yellowstone. 

  

Itinerary: 

Lethbridge → Yellowstone National Park → Roosevelt's North Arch (15 mins) → Yellowstone Mammoth Hot Springs 

(30 mins)  → Upper Terraces (30 mins) → West Yellowstone 

  



Note: The specific tourist attractions and times in Yellowstone National Park depend on the actual situation. 

 

    

All day   

Yellowstone National Park 

Yellowstone National Park, the first national park in the United States, it is a true gem that you will not want to miss out 

on! Yellowstone offers spectacular scenic views year-round and a chance to watch animals that migrate in and out of 

the park! No matter where you are in the park you will get to see these some spectacular animals! Here you will find 

bears, wolves, moose, elk, bison and more! 

 

Yellowstone Mammoth Hot Springs 

Originally, there were several hot springs flowing from hillside, which was dyed by the microbes in the springs, thus 

performing a splendid step with multiple colors. However, due to a crustal change in 2002, most of the hot springs were 

no longer active. After the microbes died, they turned into grayish white powder, which remains on the dried steps, 

reflecting the dazzling sunlight. The barren land has changed with geographic movements, and the place used to be 

active could suddenly be quiet, and vice versa. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Dude & Roundup;  similar 

    

    

Day 6  Yellowstone National Park - Vehicle - Butte  

All day    

Enjoy a full-day adventure in Yellowstone today! Yellowstone National Park spans an area of 3,468 square miles (8,983 

square kilometers), located primarily in the U.S. state of Wyoming, although it also extends into Montana and Idaho. 

Yellowstone National Park is one of the most stunning Wonderlands in the world. The majority of the world’s geysers 

are preserved here. They are the main reason the park was established in 1872 as America's first national park – an idea 

that spread worldwide later.  

  

Itinerary: 

Yellowstone National Park (8 hours, Yellowstone Norris Geyser Basin, Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, Upper 

Yellowstone Falls, Artist Point , Fountain Paint Pot, Old Faithful Geyser, West Thumb Geyser Basin, The Grand Prismatic 

Hot Spring) → Butte 

 

    

All day   



Yellowstone Norris Geyser Basin 

Norris Geyser Basin, named after an early Yellow-stone Superintendent, may be the hottest geyser basin in 

Yellowstone. The stark, barren landscape of Porcelain Basin is the result of an acidic environment. Due to the hostile 

condition plants, algae and bacteria have difficulty in establishing themselves. Instead the basin derives its colors from 

mineral oxides, in spectrums of pink, red, orange (iron oxides) and yellow (sulfur and iron sulfates). The largest geyser 

in the world is located here. Steamboat Geyser has long periods of dormancy, but when it does erupt it sends jets of 

water nearly 380 feet high in a spectacular display. 

 

Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone 

This impressive gap in the earth in the first large canyon on the Yellowstone River. It is 24 miles long, and can reach a 

quarter-mile in depth and 3/4 a mile in width. It is gorgeously colored. 

 

Upper Yellowstone Falls 

Located a quarter-mile upstream of the larger Lower Falls, the Upper Yellowstone River Falls plunge 109 feet down an 

eroded lava cliff into the basin below. The area below the falls has been subject to heavier erosion than above. 

 

Artist Point  

Artist Point is one of the most spectacular scenic areas in the Canyon Area of the Park. The sheer walls drop 700 feet to 

the bottom of the canyon. Upriver the powerful Lower Falls are still in view. Downriver the canyon widens and deepens 

to a maximum of 1,540 feet. The canyon walls are predominantly yellow but colors of blue, red, orange and brown are 

also present. The colors are ever changing and especially intensified when the sunshine’s after a rain.  

 

Fountain Paint Pot 

The Fountain Paint Pot is named for the reds, yellows and browns of the mud in this area. The differing colors are 

derived from oxidation states of the iron in the mud. As with all hot springs, the heat in the caldera forces pressurized 

water up through the ground, which is expelled here. Also, rising gasses cause the bubbling action. The bubble action in 

the mud varies with the seasons.  

 

Old Faithful Geyser 

Old Faithful is a cone geyser in the Upper Geyser Basin of Yellowstone National Park. It is one of the park's most well-

known natural features and is famous for its predictability. It generally erupts every 91 minutes. 

 

West Thumb Geyser Basin 

The West Thumb Geyser Basin is situated at the western edge of a large bay along the shores of Yellowstone Lake. This 

area is known as the West Thumb caldera which was formed by a volcanic eruption that took place 174,000 years ago. 

This bay is actually a smaller caldera within the larger Yellowstone caldera. The resulting caldera filled with water, 

creating the bay.  

 



The Grand Prismatic Hot Spring 

The Grand Prismatic Spring, with approximately 370 feet (110 m) in diameter and is 160 feet (50 m) deep, which 

discharges an estimated 560 US gallons (2,100 L) of 160 °F (70 °C) water per minute. It is the largest hot spring in the 

United States, and the third largest in the world. The vivid colors in the spring are the result of microbial mats around 

the edges of the mineral-rich water. The mats produce colors ranging from green to red; the amount of color in the 

microbial mats depends on the ratio of chlorophyll to carotenoids and on the temperature gradient in the runoff. In the 

summer, the mats tend to be orange and red, whereas in the winter the mats are usually dark green. The center of the 

pool is sterile due to extreme heat. 

 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Best Western Plus Butte Plaza Inn;  同級 

    

    

Day 7  Butte - Vehicle - The 50,000 Silver Dollar - Vehicle - Coeur d’Alene - Vehicle - Ellensburg  

All day    

Starting from Butte in the morning, we will first visit the famous local specialty shop - "50,000 Silver Dollar Collection 

Bar". After leaving the 50,000 Silver Dollar, head to the Coeur d’Alene in northwest Idaho. You will see villas of different 

styles scattered on the white sandy beach. You can also take a sightseeing cruise to enjoy the beautiful lake view. 

Moreover, you can get a glimpse of the world's only golf course on a lake. Finally, head to Ellensburg. 

  

Itinerary:  

Butte → 50,000 Silver Dollar Collection Bar (30 mins) → Coeur d’Alene (optional, 150 mins, including lunch time, take 

care of your own lunch) → Ellensburg 

 

    

All day   

50,000 Silver Dollar Collection Bar 

 This 50,000 plus Silver Dollar collection was started by Gerry and Marie Lincoln in 1952. Now in their fourth generation, 

the Lincoln family continues the Silver Dollar collection. People from all over the world have their names inscribed. 

Over $2500 are embedded in the bar top with the remainder graciously adorning the surrounding walls and ceiling.  

 

Coeur d’Alene 

You will find the world’s longest floating boardwalk, located at the Coeur d’Alene Resort. Built in 1986, the boardwalk is 

over 0.75 mile long and offers rest stops with benches for those who want to savor the amazing lake views, or keep a 

watch out for osprey or bald eagles. By the shores of beautiful Lake Coeur d’Alene, you will also find the Floating Green 

golf course, the one and only of its kind. 



 

 

    

Night   

Hotel： Days Inn by Wyndham Ellensburg;  similar 

    

    

Day 8  Ellensburg - Vehicle - Leavenworth - Vehicle - Seattle Premium Outlets - Vehicle - Vancouver  

All day    

After breakfast, we will first visit the Leavenworth. Then we will go to Everett, where the scene store which is a favorite 

amongst the Funko fans. There are many themes in the store, including Harry Potter, ice and snow, the Marvel series, 

and many limited-edition dolls. In addition to buying beloved Chaowa, you can also take photos with 1:1 life size Funko 

dolls. If you are imaginative, you may also take home a unique exclusive doll DIY! Shortly after, we will go to the Seattle 

Premium Outlets, which is a shopping paradise and afterwards we will go to a duty-free store before returning back to 

Vancouver.  

  

Itinerary: 

Ellensburg → Seattle → Leavenworth (45 mins) → Funko Everett (45 mins) → Seattle Premium Outlets (120 mins) → 

Duty-Free Store (30 mins) → Vancouver 

 

    

All day   

Leavenworth 

Explore the German village 2.5 hours northwest from Seattle, the most popular town in this area where people 

celebrates all the time. You can see nice maple leaves here in falls. Leavenworth, the townsite was across the 

Wenatchee River from Icicle and was named Leavenworth the same year the rail construction began. Captain Charles 

Leavenworth, president of the Okanogan Investment Company, purchased the land in the present-day downtown and 

laid the streets parallel to the new railroad tracks. The railroad construction was completed during the winter of 1893. 

Lafayette Lamb and his brother, Chancery Lamb arrived in 1903 from Iowa to build the second largest sawmill in 

Washington state in winter the town is covered by white snow and holiday decorations. Lovely atmosphere can be 

found here all year round. Enjoy shopping for delicate European souvenirs and the famous German food and beer, or 

try on traditional German clothes. 

 

Funko Everett 

Funko (NASDAQ: FNKO) is a leading pop culture lifestyle brand. The company's first manufactured bobblehead was of 

the well-known restaurant advertising icon, the Big Boy mascot. It provides a connection to pop culture with a product 

line that includes vinyl figures, action toys, plush, apparel, board games, housewares, NFTs and accessories. The 

company powers the Loungefly, Mondo, Funko Games and Digital Pop! It also offers a large selection of pop culture 

consumer products. 



 

Seattle Premium Outlets 

Seattle Premium Outlets features an upscale collection of over 130 designer names from women's apparel and jewelry 

to sporting goods including Burberry, Prada, Coach, Tory Burch, Theory, Kate Spade New York, and more. It is one of the 

finest outdoor shopping destinations in the area. 

 

 

    

    

    

Cost Description 

Cost includes 

1. Transportation (The type of vehicle used will base on the number of guests on the day.). 

2. Hotel (Nights is less a day of tour days). 

3. Bilingual tour guide or driver-guide. 

 

    

Cost excludes 

1. Food and beverage (Tour guide will arrange. About breakfast: usually guests can prepare in advance or have 

breakfast at the first attraction/the nearest store from the hotel). 

2. Air ticket, ferry, and shuttle transfer in some attraction area/national parks. 

3. Attraction admission fee (Prices are subject to change without prior notice; Tickets should be purchased from the 

tour guide). 

4. Service fee (minimum US$12/person/day, any child and Infant reserving a seat have to pay the service fees as well). 

5. Personal room fees: such as laundry or valet services, telephone calls, or alcoholic beverages/mini bar items, unless 

they are otherwise specified. 

6. Any personal expenses that are not listed in Fee Included. 

  

 

    

Extra expense 

Item name Days Price description Description 

Chateau Lake Louise Hotel Lunch 

Fee 

Tour guide 

arranges 

Adult：USD$70.00 / 

CAD$85.00； 

Please book it 

together when 



according 

itinerary 

Child (2-11)：USD$42.00 / 

CAD$50.00； 

ordering the 

itinerary, and inform 

us the main course 

choice of the set 

meal (choose one 

from beef or chicken 

or vegetarian). Once 

the resource is 

booked, it cannot be 

canceled or changed 

within 7 days before 

the departure of the 

group and during the 

departure of the 

group. No additional 

booking service will 

be provided within 7 

days before and 

during the tour, and 

it will be determined 

according to the 

actual situation of the 

resources. 

CAD price exclude 

5%GST tax. 

Lake Coeur d’Alene Cruise 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Adult：$30.25； 

Senior（65+）：$28.25； 

Child（6-17）：$22.25； 

 

YR7 2-Day Meals 

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Adult：USD$68.00 / 

CAD$90.00； 

Child (under 12)：

USD$60.00 / CAD$79.00； 

Include one 

breakfast, one lunch 

and one dinner. 

CAD price exclude 

5%GST tax. 

YR7 Mandatory Fee  

Tour guide 

arranges 

according 

itinerary 

Adult：USD$199.00 / 

CAD$250.00； 

Child (under 12)：

Include Columbia 

Icefield+Columbia 

Icefield 

Skywalk+Banff 



USD$150.00 / CAD$189.00

； 

National Park+Banff 

Gondola+Yellowstone 

National Park ticket 

CAD price exclude 

5%GST tax. 
 

    

Know Before You Book 

Know Before You Book 

1. Customer under 18 years old MUST be accompanied by at least one adult.  If the order includes children, please 

make sure to note and inform them of their age in advance when booking the itinerary, otherwise fees will be 

charged on-site according to adult standards. In consideration of the guest safety, pregnant women are only allowed 

to join the tour if pregnant for 24 weeks or less by the end of the trip. 

2. Please be sure to provide accurate and complete information upon booking. This includes name, gender, valid 

contact information (preferably a mobile phone), accurate flight information, tour location, etc., This helps to avoid any 

errors upon the reservation bookings because errors affect travel. Any losses due to inaccurate or invalid information 

will be at your own expense and the company will not be held responsible.  

3. Hotels have different room types, such as a King/Queen size beds or two double size twin beds. The maximum 

number of people who can legally stay in a room is 2 to 4 people. In addition, each hotel has a different method of 

charging the deposit, which requires the cooperation of the guests according to regulations. Please be noticed that 

most of the deposit collection and refund is handled by credit card. ALL AMERICA TRAVEL guarantee the number of 

rooms for guests but does not guarantee the specific room type and location. Hotel check-in time is usually after 15:00. 

4. This tour does not accept any City Pass or your own tickets for any of the attractions. Tour attraction admission 

charges and meal expenses are subject to change at any time without notification. Any purchased ticket cannot be 

refunded for lower prices.  

5. ALL AMERICA TRAVEL have the right to make appropriate adjustments to the itinerary under the conditions of 

facilitating the operation for the tour group. This, however, will not reduce the items that should be included in the 

itinerary.  

6. During the actual trip, the tour guide or driver has the right to appropriately adjust the tour sequence, stay time or 

assembly time of scenic spots according to the weather, traffic, and other conditions to ensure the smooth progression 

of the trip.  

7. If the scenic spots are temporarily closed or closed on a particular holiday, etc., the tour guide will adjust the 

appearance according to the actual situation or replace the location with another scenic spot to ensure the richness of 

the itinerary. The opening hours and capacity limits of certain attractions and national parks will be subject to change 

from time to time due to the COVID-19 pandemic. When the operating hours and capacity restrictions have an impact 

on the itinerary, it shall be regarded as force majeure. Thank you for your understanding.  

8. Children under the age of 8 require a booster seat in order to participate in the group tour. ALL AMERICA TRAVEL 

provide the rental service for $10.00/person/day. Please make a request when booking the itinerary so that we may 

have the booster seat ready in advance. Please understand that the violations and fines are borne by the guests 



themselves. There is no need for a booster seat for bus travel on the day of travel, and the fee can be refunded to the 

guest.  

9. Normal health conditions are required in order to participate and enjoy our full itineraries. Contact us for specific 

policies or information regarding passengers and the handicapped with disabilities who do need to provide advance 

notifications to make a reservation. ALL AMERICA TRAVEL does not guarantee a wheelchair lifte quipped bus and/or 

seating availability to disabled passengers without prior notification and approval. 

10. In order to make your trip more complete, pleasant, and smooth, we strongly recommend that you choose to book 

event tickets, catering packages, etc. when making your order. Please be aware that we do not provide any additional 

booking services within 7 days before the departure date or during the tour.  

11. The price in the system is US dollars which includes tax. If you need to pay in CAD dollars, all CAD dollar prices do 

not include 5% GST.  

12. We may alter these terms and conditions from time to time and post the new version on our agents’ website. It is 

your responsibility to check the [Terms & Conditions] on their website regularly and prior to making a reservation. 

Unless specifically stated otherwise herein or required by law, ALL AMERICA TRAVEL shall not be liable for any 

consequential, compensatory, indirect, incidental, or punitive damages arising out of or in connection with the 

performance of its obligations under these terms and conditions. 

13. Due to the oil price soar and the cost of vehicle greatly increased, starting April 1, 2022, please be advised that all 

bus tours will be subject to an additional transportation surcharge of $5 per person per day. This will be paid together 

with the tour fees upon placing your order.   

  

Know Before You Go 

1. The maximum waiting time for any late passengers is 10 minutes beyond the meeting time announced by the Tour 

Guide. While ALL AMERICA TRAVEL makes every effort to provide on-time service, it does not guarantee to arrive at or 

depart from any point at a specific time. This could be affected by a number of factors including weather, traffic, 

strikes, government shutdowns, war or terrorist attacks, or mechanical problems. ALL AMERICA TRAVEL is not liable for 

any inconvenience or expense caused as a result of such a delay. They are not liable for the expense of connecting air or 

train or bus services missed as a result of a delay and are not liable for any other travel expense caused as a result of a 

delay. 

2. ALL AMERICA TRAVEL reserve the right, when operating conditions require, transferring passengers from one vehicle 

to another in route.  

3. The following documents are recommended to make your check-in process smooth: A valid photo ID is required in 

order to board the bus. We recommend you bring a copy of your email confirmation to board the bus as well.  

4. This product is a group activity. If you choose to leave the group, please inform in advance, and obtain the consent of 

the tour guide. You need to sign the departure agreement form and the unfinished part will be regarded as your own 

abandonment. The group fee will not be refunded.  

5. Gift items in the itinerary that cannot be given away due to force majeure factors such as traffic and weather 

conditions or personal reasons may be subject to change. Please understand that the fees will not be fully refunded.  

6. Smoking is prohibited aboard the bus in accordance with the law and prohibited in most hotel rooms. Customers are 

responsible for any penalty charged by the hotel in a non-smoking room at least CAD$300 and more per night.  

7. Pets and animals are not allowed on the vehicle.  

http://uvbookings.info/upload/terms/e.pdf


8. Only for products with airport pick-up service: only one pick-up service within the free pick-up time range is provided 

for each order. If it is impossible to arrange due to weather and flight delay, etc., please pay for your own 

transportation costs. 

  

  


